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Abstract—Integrated into smartphones or smart speakers,
Intelligent Personal Assistants (IPAs) have grown into the most
prevalent example of speech-based interfaces today. Enabling
hands-free completion of tasks such as checking the weather,
playing music, or controlling smart devices, IPAs have become
a central feature of millions of homes. Yet, end-users are faced
with barriers to understanding their ‘black box’ devices, and a
lack of opportunity to engage in end-user development (EUD)
activities. Our current work considers the state of existing tools
and platforms for development of IPAs, the key challenges to be
overcome, and the potential benefits of doing so.

Index Terms—human computer interaction, intelligent agents

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, Intelligent Personal Assistants (IPAs), such
as Apple’s Siri and Amazon’s Alexa, have made speech
interfaces a key feature of smartphones and personal in-home
devices. An IPA can be defined as a user interface with speech
as its primary input and output modality, which performs
tasks in response to natural language requests. The rapid
growth of speech as an interaction modality has been driven
by the uptake of smart speakers and smartphone-based assis-
tants by consumers, thereby stimulating an increase in HCI
research aiming to understand users’ preferences, challenges,
and strategies related to their IPA use [1].

Developing a speech interface from scratch requires the
expertise of multiple fields including signal processing, lin-
guistics, artificial intelligence, and human-computer interac-
tion. Even with the array of research tools and frameworks
available to facilitate speech interface development, creating
a realistic conversational experience, or expanding a speech
interface to multiple domains, is infeasible to all but major
corporations with massive quantities of training data and com-
plex machine-learning algorithms. A recent review of speech
HCI calls for platforms to facilitate speech interface creation
and adaptation [1], but while a number of these platforms are
available, they are often abandoned as research prototypes that
demonstrate a specific implementation of dialog theory.

In contrast to the huge challenge of developing a general-
purpose speech interfaces IPA development is a considerably
more tractable goal, with constrained task-based functionality,
practical benefits to non-expert end-users, and APIs provided
by their parent companies for developers interested in expand-
ing their behaviour. As such, we see IPAs as a promising

Fig. 1. IPA components to be implemented and/or connected by developers
(green components represent those potentially amenable to tailoring)

domain for EUD, and our current research aims to address
the following question:

What challenges must be overcome in the design of future
EUD tools for IPA tailoring?

In doing so, we aim to outline current possibilities for
speech interface EUD in general, the goals of IPA end-users,
and the consequent mismatch between desires and capabilities.

II. IPA DEVELOPMENT - STATE OF THE ART

To provide necessary background on this specific tech-
nology, we first briefly describe the typical architecture and
development of speech interfaces, and IPAs by extension.
Following this, we summarise existing tools available for
speech interface EUD, with their benefits and challenges.

A. Speech Interface Architecture

Speech interfaces are generally constructed as a pipeline of
discrete components - Speech Recognition, Natural Language
Understanding (NLU), Dialog Management, Language Gener-
ation, and Speech Synthesis [2].

The typical pipeline is illustrated in Figure 1, augmented
with additional IPA-specific components: a collection of rules
that define what service to provide given the user’s understood
input and current context (Rules Engine), and a server that
communicates with external web services, as well as the APIs
of the user’s devices (Application Server).



Tool type Examples Tailoring interface Tailorable IPA
components

Dialog processing
location / method

Deployment
platform

IPA skill
development kits

Actions SDK; Alexa Skills;
Cortana Skills Kit;

Code (Python;
Java; Node.js)

NLU / Dialog Management,
Rules Engine, Language Gen.

Online server /
Data-driven

Smart speakers
Smartphones

Skill customisers /
Skill combiners

Alexa Blueprints;
Google Templates; IFTTT Web-based forms Rules Engine Online server /

Data-driven
Smart speakers
Smartphones

Speech interface
research toolkits

OpenDial; PyDial; IrisTK
VHToolkit; Olympus

Code (Python; Java) /
XML-based scripting

NLU, Dialog Management,
Language Gen.

Offline/
Data-driven / Rules

Desktop apps
Robots

TABLE I
SPEECH INTERFACE DEVELOPMENT TOOL TYPES

B. Development tools

Despite the highly personal nature of IPAs, there are few
opportunities for non-programmers to make their personal
assistants truly ‘personal’. This is perhaps in part due to the
barriers imposed by leading proprietary IPAs - for example,
Apple provides no API for tailoring skills of Siri. Of the
existing opportunities for EUD, three distinct tool types exist:

1) IPA skill SDKs provided by major IPA manufacturers,
targeted at programmers for creating new functionality

2) Skill customisers/combiners that enable content mod-
ification of existing skills without modifying their be-
haviour, or combining skills into a single ‘routine’

3) Speech research toolkits freely available to the research
community for rapid prototyping of speech interfaces

Table I summarises their differences across key dimensions.
1) Dialog Tailoring Interface: A significant factor in the

adoption of an EUD tool by a casual end-user is its simplicity
and learnability, which must be balanced with its ultimate use-
fulness. Research tools require high-level programming [3] or
semi-structured scripting interfaces [4] and, as tools designed
for speech researchers, would require considerable additional
implementation to integrate with users’ IPAs. Bespoke de-
velopment kits such as ‘Actions on Google’ exemplify high
potential utility through providing APIs for complete IPA
tailoring flexibility, but at the expense of a steep learning
curve for novice end-users, requiring programming in Python
and/or Javascript. Applications for customising skills (like
Alexa Blueprints) or combining skills (including app-specific
routine builders or external services like IFTTT) provide
intuitive, no-code-required web-based forms. Although these
are a promising step towards IPA EUD, it is unclear how, and
to what extent, these are exploited by typical IPA end-users.

2) Tailorable Components: Table I summarises the compo-
nents highlighted in Figure 1 that each type of development
tool affords the tailoring of. Research-based toolkits generally
offer a means of separately tailoring each component of a
speech interface at a high granularity, but no direct means
of linking dialogs to rules that can activate external services.
Conversely, skill customiser/combiner tools allow end-users
to specify rules in the form of an event (a user’s utterance
or other context) and actions in the form of services to be
executed on this event, but no tailoring of the dialog system
pipeline. Finally, IPA SDKs afford tailoring of both the dialog
pipeline (although NLU and dialog management tend to blend
into a single component) and the rules engine by which

an utterance or other change in context activates services.
Unsurprisingly, greater potential for customisation is offset by
greater programming knowledge of the end-user.

3) Privacy & Explainability: Finally, privacy and explain-
ability emerge as important requirements, given IPA end-
users’ strong privacy concerns voiced in previous research.
Tools provided by IPA manufacturers are reliant on their vast
quantities of data that, while highly accurate and scalable, are
a source of privacy concern. Their closed-source, black box
implementation exacerbates such concerns, which could be
alleviated through open, offline solutions employed in chatbot
development tools such as Botpress1 and Rasa2, or in research
tools including PyDial [3]. We believe an EUD platform for
IPA tailoring could be an excellent opportunity for end-users
to understand the principles of AI and ML in a way that has
real-world, tangible benefits to them.

III. MOVING FORWARD

Before IPAs are universally accepted for simplifying our
everyday lives, their underlying architecture should be both
understandable and tailorable by their end-users. We believe
that the shortcomings of existing tools, if overcome, could
stimulate further adoption of speech as an input and output
modality and potentially serve as a means to improve general
understanding of AI and dispel misconceptions. At present,
research tools for facilitating speech interface development do
not provide tangible benefits to IPA end-users; IPA-specific
SDKs are intended solely for experienced programmers; skill
customisers and routine builders are a useful means of intro-
ducing EUD to end-users, but their adoption and perceived
usefulness by these end-users is unknown.

Having attained an understanding of existing tools with
regards to their IPA tailoring capabilities, our next step is to
interview novice and power users of IPAs to understand the
difference in their motivations for tailoring, and what steps
could be taken to close the gap.
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